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CPAPThl I

COLLFMATF 1-STRUCTITIAL CLI'.TATr.

Collegiate InF.truction !'reouently has been described as indifferent,
irrelevant and unimaginative. !Tarsher terns have been voiced by faculty
and students. The accountability movnment has annlified the criticism
and added an insistent demand for reform. rowever, neither denunciation
nor demand nrovides much direction for innrovenent, nor do they generally
constitute an effective incentive for correctional action.

The study reported ''are aouaht to provide data which would be use-
ful in asseseine and imnrovine instructional climate at the university
level. lecause faculty and students are intimately involved in Vie
teachine-learning nrocess, each aroun as questioned as to its perceptions
of such a clinate. The results of the study, as ubseauently stated, do
nrovide sone direction for reform and also nay serve to stimulate concern
for innrovenent.

nacaround of the (,tuAv

Educational literature is replete with calls for attention to
instruction. As a recent illustration, the Carnegie Commission on nigher
Education renorted in 1172 that 33 per cent of the undergraduates sur-
vevel were 'very dissatisfied- or 'dissatisfied- with the quality of
classroom instruction and 46 per cent of the araduate students believed
such instruction to he noor or "fair.1

confusion and disagreement are associated with the rating of
courses and faculty meml,ers by students. Review of the literature and
examination of evaluation forms reveals considerable similarity of items
to whiel students are asked to resnond in annraisine instruction. luch
less is written of the sianificance or value of these items as viewed
by students or faculty, especially the latter.

The nresent study was conducted in the light cf these conditions and
as an outgrowth of more than a decade of administrative responsiidlitv
for student ratina of faculty - embers and the use of such rating in
decision ring on reapnointment, pro.iotion, salary., tenure and related
educational rtatters.2 This experience suggested that students are capable
of defining rather conAstently what they consider to be strenaths and
Tleaknesses of given instructional situations in a single field of study,
namely, professional education.

Conaenuently, it apneared worthwhile to ascertain if students in
many fields might be ell e to describe what they considered to be an
ideal instructional clinate, t1'at is, one conducive to effective and
satisfying teaching and learnine. Further, it seemed reaaonable to
determine how faculty menbers might perceive the me climate. Renee,

1. Reform on Camnus, The Cnrnegie COmmissioe on nieber
rducation, 1972, n. 86

2. Renorted briefly in:. Stephen Romines 'A Decade of Exnerience with
Student Ratings of College Instruction," rim. Delta Kannan, February
1973, np. 415-1.



this study ¶ias undertaen at the University of Colormio, witl: the view of
doiric a parallel stujy of community lunior colle,!e instructional climate
at 'a later date. This project; involvin- cornunity colle"es in fif-
teen states is now underway,

The *.inture of the Study

The current study was conducted over a Portion of two academic years.
The attributes of instructional climate were determined initially by
ashins students what thev considered to be the characteristics or condi-
tions of an instructional situation. in which their felt highly satisfied
with the teacinc,, and hichly motivated to study and learn. The converse
of this question also was ashed, and students were requested to sussest
neede.,1 i.:inrovements of tear11.!_nr, and 1,,,arnin7 at the university level.

A total of 316 undarr*,-aduate and ,,:raduate stUdents, reprr2sentina
twenty-two dexirtments and colleges of the University, completed the
open-end ^uestionnaire utiljzcd. Analysis and synthesis of the free
responses yielded more than 125 statements of attributes, some of which
were voiced positively and others negatively. S=2me referred to a singular
attribute, while others ware. compound in their meaninr,,, The general form
of the student responses and the freounncy with which similar statements
appeared o.reed, in the ma-;_n, with the student perceptions of instruction
mentioned earlier.3

Consultation with st-ddents and faculty me7bers helned to clarify
some noints in question and-resulted in the addition of some items to
the pool of attributes. Fvaluation ferns in use at various coller4iate
institutons were examine:1 to test further the ,.,cope of Clis
T;iroui,,h subsequent consolidation and eliination of items a tentative
clustionneire ns developed and tested with both faculty and students.
Th ,?. final instrurrlent included 71 possible attributes, effort being made
to state these in a manner which reflected the connotation, as
veil as explicit mcanina, of student responses. 'Tally items define a
condition. which includes more than one single characteristic, student
responses frequently being made in this manner rather than in a precisely
defined singular form. !?ersonal information was sought from each respond-
ent so that analysis of the data might include attention to a number of
variables.

The student questionnaires were administered in university classes
selected with the intent of obtainin.; a broad distribution of respondents
in. terms of the personal variables. In addition to written directions
in the instrument, oral instructions were cr,iven in each class, and the
questionnaires collectej at the end of the class period or as
completed. Student interet was high and coonoration was excellent, so
that the answer sheets were unusually "clean.'

A stratified random sample was taken of the faculty so as to provide
a good distribution of resnondents in terms of the variables applicable

Ibid.
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to thin ^row?. The fiuestionnairas were sent to ticiiriluals via can?us
mail nnl two written follo-..:os, sun;:lementel by rhone calls, were accon-
plished. 7aculty cooperation alno was encoura,)in7. Anon-rrlity of all

respondents, both faculty and student, was maintalued.

The 7ospondent Samples,

A total of 1,237 students rade uunble responsn- the ctructurad
quectionnaire. A very qood estirlate surc'ests that Clis nu---.er represents
at least r,..r cent of those who had an eoportunit to participate. It

was announced in each class that participation 1.7as volul,tnrr very fc--
students chose not to do so and a fe,:y :lade non-usable rennonses.

P. total of 397 faculty me',I-ers wns involved. of Which (,,roue usable
resronres were received from individuals for n 67.5 per cent return.
In neither grow, -- student-nor faculty -- dial all respondents answer
every item or nrovide all of Cie personal data. Tor this reason, the
number o7 re ::nond-!nts varies someOat fron one situation to another in
the analysis of results.



CHAPTE7). TI

OVERALL 1E7 0PDT7RIM ..")F ATTRIBUITs

"resented here is a rank ordering of the 71 attributes according
to their relative significance to an effective instructional climate as
perceived by faculty and students. So that each narticipant mieht register
his personal nerceptions, five choices were provided from which he was to
select one, indicating for each attribute whether it:

Contributes very significantly to an effective instructional
climate. (0)

Contributes significantly to an effective instructional
climate. (1)

Vas ro significant positive or negative infleence on imItruc-
tiona climate. (2)

netracts sienificertly from an effective instructional climate... (3)

Detracts very significantly from an effective instructional
climate. (4)

The figures in narentheses indicate t%e numerical value assiened
to each response as used in deterr14.nine "lean Scores on each attribute for
each respondent group. Ti' order, as presented in 7'ieure 1 and Teble I,
is from the elest sienificant attri'eute to the least significant in terns
of its contribution to an effective instructional climate. 7.1e.! lover

the !lean Score, the higher the contribution and the rank order, adjust-
ments being nade to restate rositively those attributes which appeared
on the questionnaire in a. negative form.

Since most of the attributes - :-ere sueeented initially by students as
being desirable, the eenerally positive responses were not unexpected.
Variation in responses were very evident, however, and these differences
often were statistically significant.

Sons Overall Comnarisons

It is soevhat surnrising to note that faculty members frequently
felicated a higher level of significance for an attribute than did students.
For example, faculty '7ean Score ratings reflect a perceived higher degree
of significant contribution for 44 attributes, of which 27 are in the top
thirty as ranked by faculty. Ammo the top thirty attributes as ranked
by students, faculty s!ean 'cores exceeded those of students in 20 cases.

Table I also includes a rercentaee distribution of responses for
each attribute as reefstered by faculty and students. It nay be noted
that the differences in distributions between these tvo groups were
statistically significant at the .01 or higher level of confidence (using
Ch' Sauare) for 49 attributes. Confidence levels are reported in the
table for .05 and higher levels of confidence.
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Of the many overall differences in resnoare between faculty and
student groups, some are particularly noteworthy. Faculty meTlbers
assigned much xeater significancc eeneraliv to student responsibility
for learninr;, to active student involverient and to hih standards of
nerformance, than did students. The i.:Tortance of these and related
corditions is supnorted ry learning theory. Additiona oE student
perceptions of their own role in the instructional pro ens and the
associated reasons migl-t yield fruitful information. It is'pssihle, for
example, that 7'..1"_:1-)1!;2515 on te.cher reaponsnility and activity throughout

elementary and secondary scools has fostered a more passive and less
personally responsi'ple sturInt attitude tewnrd learn-tug than is de3irabl,

Faculty m-2:-:;ars and students sharcd 7e7-er;11 ;2-rec7ent on the si7;n:.f

icance of a utrloer of attributes that may be classifierl together' as dealing
with instructor's personality or with teachir 'ore is said
later of t::o clusterin-, of attributes, Ye,ultv -.:,anbers stresseJ the

si.,,nificance of a numLer or attributes igM.ch. place. -Tan responsibility
upon them, for 0.amole, as stu,leet:, learning somethin importa,lt,

heeping. appointments and meetinc, care with organization of
courses and examinations, and tle halvtlin of questions. e the other
band, students placed greater significance Clan did faculty on the attain
;vent of personal objectives and en the credibility and usefulness of
courses.

Class size appeared not to be req,ardad as of much relative importance
among, atttiutes, in :y7lita of its ralatlr:,slain to the individualization
of instruction. students frefluentiv eNpresse4 the wish to have
nany elective courses availa:Ile, tey :lid not give hi priority to having
courses generally elective. Flexible student oerfornance requirements and
-ass-fall options were relatively low on the students' list, repardless
of occnsion,t1 clamor to the. contrary,
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TAT;L I

,AN-- ORDER OF ATTP.TrUT7, 0F Ar E777CTTVF, Tr7TTCTIONAL

CLTATE A3 117.7.C7TVF. FY PEXULTv. 'T.=RS MD fl,TUDENTS

p/R1 S/R1 Attri1-0.tf-r,s

Percentage Distribution
of T'esponses2

a

1 1 Instructors are well prepared T3 76.5 21.6 1.5 .4 0
for their classes. (.01) s 63.1 37.7 2.3 1.1 .4

4 Instructors are enthusiastic F 66.4 32.3 0 .4

about their courses. (.01) S 60,1 32.6 r4.5 1.9 .3

3 5 Instructors knew their field F 67.5 29.5 2.6 0 .4

of specialization very well. S 57,6 34.0 6.7 1.2 .6

(.01)

4 Instructors are sincerely F 64.6 29.1 6.3 0 0

int,:lrested in students and S 57.5 34.0 5.3 1.7 1,1
resat teem as indi,:iduals.
(.05)

5 19 Instructor's presentations F 60.1 37,3 2,2 0 .4

and questions are thought- 0, 42.7 44.0 9.5 3.2 .6

provoking. (.001)

6 3 Instructors arty dynamic and 61.6 33.' 4.5 .4 0

energetic. S 50.3 33.6 5,1 1.7 .2

7 30 Students assume much personal F 61.8 31.8 3.7 2.6 0

responsibility for their S 36.9 45.0 13.0 4.2 .9

learning. (.001)

8 2 Instructors know ho,-7 to teach F 56.0 37.7 5.2 .7 4/.

as well as what to teach. S L.) 69.2 93.0 4.4 2.3 1.1
(.001)

Continued

1. FIR = faculty rank. S/R = student rank. Rank by Mean Scores.
2. a = contributes very significantly

b = contributes significantly
c = has no significant positive or negative influence
d = detracts significantly

Jetracts very sie:7,nificaTttly

faculty distributions., = student distributions
Level of confidence indicate,1 when .05 or 11..:ther for

don of responses between faculty and students.

3.

e

F =
c.,.cf.L...erences in distribu-li
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--TABLE I (Continued)-
FIR R/R Attributes oF Res-ionees

Pe.,-centa,,e 'Astribution 11

3

20 53 rxaninations and otl'er cource a 3.9 59.0 3.4 .7 0
requirements are worthwhile S 29.7 41.6 15.2 9.3 4.3
and reasonable in th:.:Ir
expectations. (.001)

21 43 Students are activel involved 7 47.8 38.8 10.8 2.2 .4

in the instructione.1 process; S 35.3 43.0 15.8 4.7 1.1
C.ey are not merely listeners.
(.01)

22 17 Lectures, laboratory experi- F 37.7 55.2 7.1 0 0
ence, recitations, r.?adings S 42.1 48.1 6.3 2.4 1.1
and related teachint learning
endeavor c.re "ell coordinated.
(.12)

23 34 Instructors discuss recent dev-F 39.6 52.2 7.5 .7 n

elopments in their field of S 32.7 49.6 13.8 3.5 .5

specialization. (.01)

24 42 71arhing eni r,r-.din,, are F 39.8 51.5 7.9 .4 .4

clearly explained and accon- S 37.4 41.9 13.5 4.5 2.6
nlished fairly and impartially.
(.001)

25 31 Lectures add to and complement F 40.4 50.6 7.5 1.1 .4

textbooks and ref,-;nInces. S 33.5 41.3 12.6 3.2 1.
(.02)

26 51 Students are encouraged to F 41.9 46.8 10.1 1.1 0
work independently. (.001) 22.9 47.2 23.5 5.4 1.0

27 7 Students are attainin- some of F 40.0 49.8 9.4 .8 0
the personal objectives which S 52.2 37.0 8.3 2.2 1.,
they had in mind in selecting
the courses they tal.-.e. (.001)

28 8 Courses a:e credible, meaninl- F 43.5 43.2 11.7 1.1 .4

ful, relevant and useful. S- 56.4 30.4 9.6 2.4 1.1
(.001)

29 54 Instructors do original and 7 41.3 44.8 11.9 1.5 0
creative work therzelves. S 21.1 44.5 30.5 3.0 .9
(.n31)

30 39 Instructors regularly inform F 36.2 52.6 9.7 1.5 0
students of their proc7ess and S 34.4 47.2 12.9 3.4 2.1
performance- they reinforce
student learninc'. (.05)

ontinued



TABU I (Continued)
arcentar,,e Distribution

F/a SIR Attributes of Responses

a

31 23 Instructors con2are and con- F 30.3 62.5 6.0 1.1 0

tract the implications of c.: 31.0 5:1.6 11.1 2.1 .2

various theories.

32 18 rxaminations and other vritten F 31.3 60.1 8.2 0 .4

assirniments are returned r. 44.6 43.7 7.2 2.2 1.3
promptly to students and iis-
cussed pith them. (.01)

33 34 instructors re7,ularly seek F 34.7 54.5 9.3 .7 .7

feedlack from students about 5.3 34.9 45.2 14.6 3.2 1.1
the courses they teach and

teachin!;. (.02)

34 15 Instructors have an interest- F 3q.2. 60.4 ,0 .4 0

ing style of classroom 5 44.1 44.3 3.0 2.5 1.1
presentat3on. (,',1)

35 21 Instructors are readily acces F 29.5 -6n.0 8.6 ,4 .7

sibie to students out of S 39.3 50.0 6.5 2.8 1.5
Class. (.001)

36 26 Instructors are personable and F 23.1 r,2.2 9.0 .7 0

have a sense of humor. (.05) S 34.5 52.4 10.3 1.9 .4

37 27 Instructors utilize concepts F 22.2 72.0 5.2 0 0

and facts from related 5 29.2 59.6 9.4 1.5 .2

fields. (.01)

38 6'3, Iii.h standards of performance F 33.3 50.9 12.7 2,2 .7

are required o2 students. S 11.3 37.4 29.5 17.0 4.8
(.001)

39 Freshman and sophomore classes F 34.6 45.5 16.9 1.5 1.5

are taug,ht by associate pro- 28.4 34.7 24.0 9.3 3.6

fessors and full professors,
as w ^11 as by mersonnel in lower
academic ranks. (,001)

40 40 Instructors fref7uently or F 30.3 55.1 10.1 3.4 1.1

always invite criticism of S 34.8 47.3 10.8 5.2 1.9

their own ideas.

41 36 Instructors clarify thinilng F 21.5 66.4 11,3 .8 0

by giving reasons for their S 26.3 60.0 11.3 1.3 .6

questions,

Continued



Tell. I (Continued)

F/R S/R .'ittributes

Percentafv.! 7,13tributinn
13

of r-snonses

a

.4

42 5 '7ncellence in teaelin,7, is F 34.0 47.0 13.8 3.0 2.2

-wei.hted.heavily. by the S ?,1.5 35,2 21.6 6.7 4.9
UniverLI-Lty in deterliniw;
salar..,- incren.ses, nrootinn and

ten.ure for faculty. (.001)

43 32 Instructors sunmarls1 maior F 23.9 53,5 16.0 1.5 0
points froluentiv. (.01) 31.6 5.8 12.7 2.8 1.1

44 44 Instructors utilize students' i 24.1 58.G 14.3 3.0 0

personal interests instruc-S 27.2
tional situations.

52.6 16.3 3.2 .7

45 45 Classroom procedures include F 26.5 53.4 15.9 3.8 .4

much free and open discussion. S 25.3 46.7 13.1 5.3 1.1

46 23 Special academic and related F 19.1 65.2 14.6 .4 .7

counselin3 are available to S 38.3 48.5 10.8 1.6 .8

:students who need it. (.001)

47 29 A veil balanced variety of F 25.9 51.1 19.5 3.4 0

instructional techniques is S 39.9
used by instructors, including
such thins as audio-vinual
aids, case studies, field trips
and resource personnel as z-?propriate
to the given course. (.001)

42.0 12.9 3.5 1.9

4S 33 Instructors maintain a Friendly, F 22.8 54.1 21.6 1.5 0

informal classroom atmosphere. S 35.2 45.3 15.7 2.6 1.2

(.001)

49 56 Instructors are very knowl- F 18.4 61.7 17.7 2.3 0

adgeable in fields other than S 19.7
their own. (.001)

50.0 21.8 6.7 1.8

50 20 :Many elective courses are avail- F 17.5 60.1 20.5 1.9 0

able to students. (.001) S 33.S 49.3 10.0 1.5 .4

51 49 -rClasses usually enroll not F 23.9 42.9 22.2 4.1 1.9

more than 35-40 students. S 32.0 36.4 21.9 5.9 3.8

52 50 Instructors do their work in F 23.1 50.7 23.1 1.5 1.5

cooperation with others and S 24.9 44.5 24.4 4.9 1.4

frequently discuss their courses
or teaching with others.

ontinued



TALE I (Continued)

Percentage Distribution
FIR S/R AttrLbutes of responses

14

J 47

54 41

55 31

56 4'3

57 46

58 57

59 62

60 64

61 68

62 71

63 58

Remcdial or developmental 7 21.1
instructicz. in bas:c S 30.1
such as readinc, writinn, math-
enatics and speec:t is readily
available to those needin,y, it. (.01)

Special ''Troup hell sessions" P 13.3
are provided for students S r.9
needint, them. (.001)

TPliv!dual tutor4A1 assistancl, r
is readily avlilaY11 to those c 2('.1

vLo need it. (.01)

Lounnes or other ruitable set- F 14.3
tinri.s are available for s7all S .8
ev.rou,n, both for class relat?d
and for purely social purnoses.
(.001)

There is much opportunity for 20.9
free readin,, and study of c 29.4
tonics of students' com choice
in the courses °Herod. (.001)

There are "lane small classes P 16.3
cnrollinc no more than 8-10 31.9
students. (.01)

large classes enroll more F 20.7
than ion students. (.01) c 21.0

Instructors are cor,onial 'pith F 12.7
their collear,ues. (.21) S 12.7

Instructors are sow-lit by col- P 16.4
leamles for advice on S 9.0
research and publications. (.001)

Lectures do not follo text- F 16.2
hooks very closely. (.001) S 9.2

Instructors are not aloof in F 16.2
their relationshit,s ,..ith S 25.9
students. (.01)

ontinued

54.1 19.9 2.6 2.3

42.1 21.3 4.2 1.8

62,1 22.7 1.1 .8

52.6 13.4 3.0 1.1

r".5 22.0 1.1 1.1
54.7 12.5 2.2 .8

56.0 27.1 2.3 .4

45.3 24.2 1.5 2.2

45.3 29.3 4.5 .4

44.4 19.8 4.9 1.5

34.2 33.1 4.5 1.9
30.8 25.6 7.9 3.8

37.2 36.8 5.3 0

35.3 30.9 7.5 4.5

44.4 42.2 .4 .4

3!-.7 49.1 2.2 1.4

39.9 40.7 1.9 1.1
28.1 53.9 6.8 2.2

38.1 38.1 6.8 .8

25.9 40.0 20.3 4.7

40.6 30.1 10.9 2.3
39.9 23.6 P.3 2.4



TABLE I (Continued)

FP S/R Attributes Percentae,e Distribution 15

of Responses

a 1)

64 63 !e-nbern of' ethnic minority F 17.7 31.3 51.1 3.0 1.9

eropos are employed as facul- S 20.3 29.2 43.1 3.7 3.7

ty merbers, ad.einistratiors and
counselors. (.?2)

(5 31 Courses are oenerat1v elective F 11.2 33.1 47.n 8,5 1.1

rather than Lein,- eepulved. S 13.4 43.1 24.0 7.5 1.9
(.001)

F. 66 students -7n classes are not r 8.8 44.1 31.3 13.4 3.4
expected to perform at the S 16.7 39.5 26.3 13.6 3.7

same level and rate of pro- -
cress. (.05)

67 61 Students are nernitted to P 13.2 30.2 37.0 15.5 3.4
Proceed at their ^ n tate, S 26.7 35.9 21.1 12.2 4.0
com2letille a course in a shorter
period if they vish. or taT:in
loneer as neceesary. (.2'1)

68 65 Students have opportunity to F 9.4 30.1 43.2 12.8 4.5
contract and wor' for PeLven S 23.1 34.9 23.0 11.8 7.2

trades, such as 6,, n, or C., by
oin Cte quantity ani quality
of wore snecificall Prescribed
as a fixed standard for such
Fade. (.001)

6" 57 Instructors are involeA In r 5.2 23.6 54.4 4.5 2.2

non-academic compile, activities S 11.r 23.5 49.2 7.2 3.4
that affect etudents. (.001)

70 52 Students may elect to tat e a v 8.3 32.7 39.1 13.5 6.4
nive!-er of classes on a pass- S 29.6 36.9 24.6 6.6 2.4
fail or pats -no paes option.
(.031)

71 70 Instructors provide much public F 3.7 26.2 58.1 10.1 1.9
service to ae.encies and pnople S 5.4 18.2 65.0 9.1 2.3
off campus. (.'.;)



CliAPTER III

ATTRIP,UTE MST-AS MD IY1'7AP,ELATIO".g1TTPS

Consideration of the individual attributes as presented in Figure 1
and Table. I provides a good overall picture of what faculty and students
perceive to be an effective instructional clinate. "owever further study
of interrelationships seemed desiralle, parecularly as reeards the con-
struction and use of assessment instruments to be enployed Tii:h indivi-
dual classroom situations.

eased on the jude7ent of the researcher, the 71 attributes ,eere
classified into seven clusters as follo,e3

Tnstructor's Personality (I") 5 attrihutes
Tnetructor:3tudent ".elationsbps (FR) 8 attributes
Student's Learning gehavier ('Ln) 7 attributes
Instructor's Teacleine Behavior (IT") 29 attributes
Instructor's Otber Tiehavior (I0B) 3 attributes
Course and Administrative Provisions (CAE) 17 attributes
9tulent Outcomes (Sn) 2 attributes

This placement reflects consideration of student response in the
initial derivation of attributes, anelyeie of existino isecssment instru-
ments anJ nest ex!:erience with student rating or. courses aid faculty.
:Ither clusters or scales of attrfutes may be found in the 1 iterature.4

Facult and Strident ''esnonse 73y Clusters

Cluster ;lean scores wera determined for each respondent group using
the follo-eing scale of values, which is reverse' from that used for Figure
1 and Table I:

4 Contributes very significantly
3 Contributes significantly
2 Ills no sienificant influence
1 !)etracts significantly
3 Detracts very sigaificaatly

'teen scores, rank order of clusters and the significance of differences
of '!eons were as follows

Cluster Faculty tleaa & rani: Student 'lean & Rank Sig. of Diff.

FO 3.369 1 3.345 1 (v/S)
170 3.239 2 3.148 2 (.001)
IP 3.2"3 3 3.108 3 (.0n1)

4. For an example, see: Kenneth E. rble, The 'cognition and Evaluation
of Teaching, Uashington, D.C.: American Association of University
Prof. esvors, 1970, pp. 90-9:'.



Cluster ',acuity Mean & Ranh

(continued)
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Student "e.-In Sic, . of Diff.

ISR 3.386 4 3.170 4 (1/S)
SL" 2.90, 5 2.734 6 (.;r01)
CAr 2.P5 6 2.964 5 (.015)
107 2.718 7 2.440 7 (.0001)

"itT, one excention (CAP) 'ouster 'lean Scores on faculty resnonses
1yre somewhat hi,;her than ths:,se of students. Rank order of clust,:97-: is
the sane fcr each roun, except for a switch of ST,s and CAP.

Differences of Clur,ter -oan Scores ::era studied separately within
each resnondent f;rour. the faculty, the differences ware statisti-
cally sinnificant at thn .01 or hither level of conridenee except as
b.:tveen TIT and IP and an het,,een SL1 and. CAP. "it!: students, the
differences of 'lean Scores ware similarly sivnificant excert as bet-enn
TT' and IP and as between IP. and P. These statistical results suTw,st
the problem which the researcLer had in assiominr, some attributes rather
arbitratily to one cluster rather than another.

Intercorrelations amonf± the clusters also 'ere determined separately
for faculty and student nroups.

Faculty

so 17n IP SL3 CAP -MBISR

SO (.52()) 433 .2er .339 .03 .431 .133
ITT (.839) .567 .607 .05 .636 .363
IP (.5:6) .481 .270 .478 .335
irm (.629) .4''.5 .52 .237
SIB (.57Q) .5E7 .196
CkP (.755) .305
IOB (.512)

Reliability figures arnear in parenthesis for both croups of
respondents.

Students

SO ITB IP ISR SLB CAP IOB

SO (.520) .627 .472 .512 .381 .560 .275
ITB (.917) .600 .743 .531 .302 .441
TP (.58S) .66S .381 .6n5 .414
157 (.72n) .4r. .714 .301
nr,

(.482) .522 .379
CAP (.803) .412
MB (.500)
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Ty considering the reliability coefricients to,?ther with Cluster "lean
Scorcs, and noting cluster intercorrelations one mnv gain an impression of
where emphasis -ay be -Bend among the clusters in developin- asses spent
instruments, attention also 1,einR given tc the :a,rnc.ses of such assessment.
Among other factors, the nulber of attributes in a cluster doul,tless
influences the reli,%'lity, phich relationship should not !-.e neglected in
developing assessment instruments. The high `teal Score for Student Outcomes
(S')) and the r,:liability coafficf.ents for this two-it cm cluster, for eNample,

sur-est that further c!evelopment of t'-is cluster to include more itons might
be PorthPhile. Further insight into t' e selection of snecific attributes is
provAed hy analysis phicb i-tlicates how thra 'lean Score of each attribute
correlntes with the Cluster 'lean Score.

Analysis of Attributf:.s in Clusters

Clusters and the attributes In each annear below in rank order of Cluster
7Iean scores based on faculty responses. Clueter 'lean Ccores are proviOed,
toacther pith reliability coeficients, the latter figures in parenthesis.

rolluwine each .attribute the raculty 'Teal Score and the Student "Pan
Score appear, s:-narated by a slash marh' Faculty 'lean Score/Student lean
score. ro11o7,ing this entry, and in parenthesis, are figures for faculty
and students indicating the correlation of eacll attribute 'lean Score with
the Cluster lean Score. (Caculty correlation/sturlert correlation).

P. Student "utcores lean
A
= 3.36Y/3.345 (.529/.520)

1. Students are learning sonething important in the courses they tae.
3.45/3.2') (.36/.35)

2. Students are attaining one of the nersonal oblectives which they had
in mind in tahing the course. 3.29/3.r (.36/.35)

B. Instructor's Tcaching::!ehavi-Jr - Mean = 3.233.148 (.389/.917)
B

1. Instructors are well prepared for their classes. 3.7413_57 (.5')/.59)

2. Instructors '.snow their field of snecialization very well. 3.C4/3.47
(.33/.54)

3. Instructors' presentations and questions are thought provoking,.
3.57/3.25 (.60/.60)

4. Instructors hnov how to teach as well as u'at to teach. 3.48/3.57
(.52/.65)

5. Instructors explain clearly' and are easy to understand and follow.
3.46/3.36 (.52/.7n)

6. Instructors speak clearly and can easily be heard. 3.42/3.38
(.0/.55)
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7. Courses utilize ell written, ap7ronrtate ano intere:7tinf, loo'_, and
related reference naterial. 3.35/3.3 (.7'/.65)

3. Instructors are earefri and prects IT+ lnJT.,erin- .71m;;tions. 3.35/3.20
(.53/.60)

Courses are veil orr,anizoi !,ith clearly s:lecifie2 objectives, asnicmnents,
requirements and related 1-1rninz aids. 1.35/3.0!1 (.57/.&7)

10. Instructors present other noints of view as Tgell as their o-n. 3.34/3.30
(.57/.60)

11. rxalination and other course rewire-lents are torthwhile and reasonable
in their ex?ectations. 3.32/2.83 (./ /.3r.)

12. Lectures, laboratory cx',,eriences, recitations, readin,-,s nrtd related

teachinc--learnino, endeavor are w-,11 coordinated. 3.31/3.23 (.63/.65)

13. Instructors discuss recent developments in their field of specialization.
3.31/1.10 (.42/.43)

14. 7Iarl'inp and 5;radinF,, are clearly expllIned and accomfdished fairly and
3.30/3.7 (.45/.51)

1'. Lz,ctures a4d to and comninnent texts and refercnces. 3.3 r.1/3.12

(.37/.46)

Instructors rec,ularly inforn students their pr,..?P:ress :and they reinforce

student learnin3. 3.24/3.03 (.1)/.34)

17. Instructor.; connare and coutrw:t the imlications of various theories.
3.22/3.15 (.53/.53)

13. rxaninations and otber written assimments are returned promptly to
students and discussed with tl'em. .3.22/3.27 (.5r1/.(.5)

19. Tnstructors lave an interestin,-, style of classroom presentation.
3.21/3.23 (.42/.62)

2n. Instructors utilize concepts and facts from related fields. 3.18/3.1(
(.53/.56)

21. Instructors frequently or always invite criticism of their own ideas.
3.1)/3.03 (.24/.36)

22. Instructors clarify thin!:in by givinq reasons for their questions.
3.1'"/3.09 (.55/.52)

23. Instructors summarize major points frequently. 3.15/1.11 (.44/.53)

24. Instructors utilize students neraonal interests in instructional
situations. 3.14/3.02 (.35/.53)
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25. Classroom procedurea include much free and onen dicussion. 3.02/2.95
(.41/.43)

2r,. A 17(2.11 balanced variety of instructional techniques is used by instructors
includiw~ such thins as audiorisual aide, case studies, field trips
and resource personnel, as anpr:::priate to the e,iven course. 3.00/3.14
(.48/.5)

27. Tnstructors do their woe- in cooperation -:ith others and frequently
discuss their Pourscs or te:Ichinc- with collear,ucs. 2.93/2.87 (.31/.26)

23. There is -211011 opportunity for free readin-, and study of topics of
students/ own choice in the courses offered. 2.80/2.95 (.13/.46)

29. Lectures do not folloT, textbooks very-closely. 2.62/2.15 (,07/ .12)

C. Instructor's Personality- 7taan c = 1.208/3.18 (.566/.538)

1. Instructors are enthusiastic about their course:3. 3.65/3.49 (.40/.52)

2. Instructors are dynamic and ener,-,,etic. 3.56/3.50 (.33/.47)

3. Instructors are personable and have a sense of humor. 3.18/3.10
(.4/.40)

4. Instructors are very linoc,dedf,eable in fields outer than their ol..77.1..
2.96/2.79 (.22/.18)

.

5. Instructors are coIL5;enial with their collea,,nes. (.24/.22)

D. Im,,tructor-Student Relationships - !re.an D = 3.-136/3,076 (.629/.720

1. Instructors are sincerely interested in students and respect then as
indivirluals. 3,53/3.45 (.42/.61)

2. Instructors realize when students are bored or confused. 3.45/3.37
(.38/.53)

3. Instructors are conscientious in !-.eepine appointments with students and
in meetim,; their classes. 3.44/3.20 (.22/.39)

4. Instructors reoularly seol: feedbaCk from students about the courses they
teach and t".leir teachine. 3.22/3.11 (.43/.46)

5. Instructors are readily available to students out of class. 3.13/3.23
(.42/.55)

6. Instructors maintain a friendly, informal classroom atnosphere.
2.98/3.11 (.36/.39)
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7. Instructors are not aloof in their relationsi?s students.
2.53/2.70 (.31/.33)

8. Instructors are involved in non-academic camnus activities that affect
students. 2.25/2.33 (.10/.19)

E. Student's Learnin7 Behavior - Mean = 2.902/2.734 (.579/.482)
E

1. Students assm,e muci ?ersonal responsibility for their own learning.
3.53/3.13 (.35/.30)

2. Students are actively involved in the instructional nrocess; they are
not merely .,.istener:;. 3.31/3.07 (.46/.33)

3. Students are encourac!,ed 'L.) work inderendently. 3.3W2.86 (.34/.38)

4. High standards of performance are required of students. 3.14/2.33
(- .121.06)

5. Students in classes are not expected to perform at the sane level and
rate of progress. 2.41/2.52 (.26/.08)

6. Students are permitted to proceed at their own rate, completing a course
in a shorter period if they ish, or taken;; loner as necessary.
2.33/2.69 (.44/.3)

7. Students have opportunity to contract and work for given grades, such
as A, B or C. by doin7 the quantity and quality of work specifically
prescribed as a fix..2d standard for suc'i 'rades. 2.27/2.55 (.43/.10)

F. Course and Administrative Provisions - Mean = 2.895/2.964 (.755/.833)

1. Library and other materials are nrovided in sufficient quantities and
are readily available to stuients. 3.44/3.28 (.33/.49)

2. Classrooms and laboratories are adequate for instruction, yell enuipned
and free'of outside distractions. 3.39/3.22 (.41/.49)

3. Courses are creedlle, ear-.1nr-ful, relevart and useful. 3.28/3.33
(.37/.51)

4. Freshman and soo;.omoc classes are taupht 1-N, associate and. full profes-
sors, as well as 1,V nersonnel in lower academic ranks. 3.10/2.75
(.21/.23)

5. 7xcellence in teachinf! is Imiphted heavily by tlie University in

determininp salary increases, promotion and tenure for the faculty.
3.17/2.82 (.30/.24)

(. Fnecial academic and related counseling are available to students who
need it. 3.A/3.22 (.40/.50)

7. many elective courses are available to students. 2.93/3.25 (.41/.39)
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3. ,-.1asf:.23 usually enroll more than 3540 students. 2.93/2.87 (.15/.46)

"lemeial or developmental l_nstruction in basic such as reading.,

writing, mathematics and speec%, is readily avail:Ade to those needing
it. 2.89/2.94 (.35/.55)

1). Special 'group help sesions" are provided for students needing, them.
2.86/3.07 (.45/.53)

11, Tndividual tutorial assistance is read:,2y avail-O-le to those who need
It. 2.83/3.03 (.52/.53)

12. Lounges or otter suitable informal setting^ are availalle for small
grouns, both for class-related and for nurely social purroses. 2.32/
2.3 (.43/.43)

13. -here are many small classes enrolling, el more than 8-1n students.
2.711/2.7(' (35/.41)

14. "o large classes: enroll core than 103 students. 2.73/2.63 (.23/.24)

15. -nmbers of ethnic minority groups are e=nn/oyed as faculty members,
administrators ani counselors. 2.50/2.5'1 (.46/.37)

le. Courses are generally electiv? rather than being required. 2.z2/2.78
(.31/.2G)

17. Students may elect to tal.e a number of courses on a pass -fail or pass-
o Pass option. 2.73/2.55 (.42/.27)

G. Instructor's ntber. r,cliavtor "aan = 2.71W2.449 (.512/.500)

1. Instructors do oric-inal and creative xvo-: t' e.iselves. 3.27/2.82 (.37/.30)

2. Instructors are sought 17.v colleagues for advice on research and publi-
cation. 2.59/2.35 (.42/.36)

3. Instructors provide ich Public service to agencies and neople off-campus.
2.20/2.15 (.21/.29)

Iligher Mean Scores identify attributeS considered 1w ;acuity members
and students to be more significant as contributors to an effective instruc-
tional climate. Reliability scores for clusters may be reduced very little
when vise choices are made in selecting a smaller number of attributes for
use it a given assessment situation. For example, by reducing the nurher
of attributes under Instructor's Teaching Lehavior (MI) by one-half, the
reliahility for the student group would drop only fron .917 to about .35,
denentling upon the items eliminated. A further reduction to only one fourth
of the orie.:Jnal number of attributes in the TIT cluster would place the
relialAlity at a.7out .74. Cluster reliabilities night he increased somewhat
by eliminating' attributes with a near zero or negative correlation with
Cluster t!ean Scores.



CNAPTER IV

T1TERACTION or PERSnNkL FACULTY VARIABLES AND RESPONSES

Individual responses to the attributes were analyzed in terms of
personal variables for bon Faculty and students, a report on the former
being, made here: Using Choi, square, differences in the distribution of
responses significant-at the .05 or higher level Of confidence were noted
and studied for such substantive,snificance as they miiTht have for the
assessment and improvement of instructional climate,

Frequency distribution tables based e, catee:ories often yielded
no cases in one or more rows or columns sinctl relatively few faculty members
posseed certain personal variables. For examnie, some age groups included
no respondents and the number of minority group faculty members at the
University is not very larp:e. As a result, collapsed categories with expected
numbers cr,reater than one frenuentlY were used here, although original cate-
gories were examined for such additional information as they might provide.

7ight personal variables of faculty men77,ers were Considered in analyzing"
their respontes. The number of. attributes for which statistically significant
differences in response (.r;5 or higher level of confidence) were as follows
for these variables:

Academic rank 2

r.e 3

Sex 3

''sal or discipline 12

:-:ub-cultural membership 4

Tenching exneriencc 5

Satisfaction with *nstruc-
tional cl4mate 9

Administrative responsibilities 3

In looking at differences in the distribution of responses, attention
was given to the various nossible responses to attributes, with emphasis on
Very Significant" and "Significant" contributions. Added together, these
two' individual responses are referred to herein as a register of "Total
Significance."

Academic TZen1::

Two hundred and fifty faculty respondents indicated their academic
rank as follows

Assistant Professor
Associate Professor
Professor

53

, 69.

128

A.cademic rank interacted significantly with responses in only two cases.
About 44 percent of the Professors believed that requirinn hign standards
of performance of students contributes "Very Significantly' to an effective
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instructional climate ,:,,areas less than 24 per cent each of Associate and
Assistant Professors ree.Istered tMe same perception. The 'Total Sienif-
icance" of the attribute was not nearly so varied for these rrofeesorial
erouee. 71oth Professors anal Associate Professors attributel much higher
'Total Sienificance" to courses that are cresiihle, reanineful, relevant
and useful than did Assistant Trofensors (shout c!n eer cant as compared with
70 per cent).

Aee

Tvo hundred and sixty-eieht :'aculty eter'-.ers flee their aee as follows:

Less than 18 years of aee
13-23 years of aee 1

21-23 years of flee 0
24-2( years of aee 1

27-29 years of aee 13

30-32 years of eee 28

33-35 years of aee
36-39 years of aee 22

39-41 years of age 25

ore than 43 yearn of are 153

rxcent for those over ale II, progressively ereater "Total Sienificance"
was indicated by each succesrive lee eroup for the attribute that "students
am learning oonethine inportant ie. the courses tbey take,'! the oldest
group registering about the same percentage as those from 39-41 years of are.
As a group, professors under aee 30 reported ereater, 'Total Significance" to
the practice of instructors frecuentle discussing their courses and teeching
with collealues then .iii nrofeesors 30 years of age and older.

'Tore than 5n per cent of those under aee 30 Lelieved that the uee of
a 1-el1 balanced variety oF instructional techniques contributes "Very
Sinnifl.cantly' to an effective instructional climate. Less than 2! per
Cent of each other aRe eroun reeistered such value, but the highest 'Total
Sienificance" ':as indicated be the oldest eroue.

frith suite high percentaees of each ale 'roue registering "Total
Sienificance," GO per cent of those under aee 3n indicated "Very Significant"
for well coordinated lectures, laboratory exneriences and related teaching-
learnine endeavor. In most other age groups this percentage was 25 or
lass, with an average below 38 per cent for all aee croups.

'Uth very few exceptions the faculty ntresned the 'Total. Sienificance"
of Instructors preparine well for t'leir classes. rowever, the percentage
sueeeeting that this attribute was "Very Sienificants raneed from 57 per
cent among those 30-32 yearn of aee to over 95 per cent .mono those in the
aee croup 36-38. Faculty under aee 30 1)1:Iced much hieher value (100 per

cent indicating 'Total 74iesificance") c individual tutorial assistance
than any other are erouu, sizeable percentaens of these other groups reels-
terine no significant positive or nelative value for such assistance.



'Tuck higher percentages of the three older age grouns attributed
'Total Significance' to credible, meanin,.%fnl, relevant and useful courses.
Congeniality ':ith colleagues was rearded by many in each age group as
having no positive or negative significance on an effective instructional
climate. Dowever, higher percentages of those in three age groups (under
3% 33-35, and 36-38) registered greater degrees of "Total Significance"
than did other groups.

Sex

Of the 263 faculty respondents, only 33 were females; and this sex
variable appeared to interact with very few responses. floever, ene may
speculate as to the possible influence on overall response_ of more female
faculty respondents, narticularly in the light of the sex differences in
rosnonses among students as reported later.

7Thnreas about 81 per cent of the women ilelieved that lectures which
follow textboos closely detract very significantly or significantly from
an effective instructional climate, only about 50 ner cent of the men
registered this response pattern, almost 41 per cent of the latter group
indicating that this condition had no significant influence. A higher
percentage of women suggested the "Total :7ignificance" of utilizing students'
personal interests in instructional situations, but only 3 per cent of
these women indicated 'Very Sign4licant" whereas for men this figure was
27 per cent. A much higher percentage of women Favored the 'Total Signifi-
cance" of maintaining a measure of aloofness in relationships with students.

!lajor Discipline

Faculty respondents were distributed as follows among major discipline
groups:

k. 7.nvironmental design, fine or performing arts, humanities
(including classics, English, forei-n languages, philosophy,
and speech) , journalism, history, - Music., nsychology, social
sciences and area or ethnic studies. 92

Diological or physical sciences, including engineering,
mathematics, medicine, nursing and pharmacy. 72

C, Mucation, health, physical education and recreation. 57

D. 73usiness or law. 47

Faculty ;Iembers in (roue C attributed much higher 'Total Significance"
to flexibility in performance levels and rates of student progress than
did others. This group also indicated somewhat higher 'Total-Significance'
to personableness and a sense of humor than did other groups, chiefly
because over 42 per cent of the members registered a response of "very
significant." Groups C and D reported somewhat greater "Total Significance"



than others for feedback to students and the reinforcement of learning.
These t77o aroups also indicate' relatively greater 'Total Significance"
for the active involvement of learners in the instructional process.

embers of Group 16 ascribed higher "Total Significance" for the
attribute 'Lectures add to and complement texthooks and references" than
did other members. A higher percentage of Group A faculty registered "Total
Significance' for smaller classes (not more than 35-40 students). Faculty
of Group 7 sw;gested much hil:;her "Total Significance" to high standards of
student performance, whereas Croup C faculty led others in attributing
'Total Significance" to a well balanced variety of instructional techniques.

igher percentages of Groups A and C gave "Total significance" to
free reading and the study of topics of students' own choice. T'hereas 70

per cent of the faculty members in Croup C registered "Total Sit7nificance"
for perlAtting students to proceed at their own rate, fewer than 50 per
cent cf any other group resnonded in this manner. Similarly, Group C
faculty were more favorable toward pass-fail and pass -no pass course ontions.

Tn all groups except A, more than 50 per cent of faculty Memllers.
indicated that the employment of minority group members as faculty, adminis-
trators and counselors had no significant positive or negative influence
on instructional climate.

Sub-Cultural I:embecship

.Faculty respondents stated their sub-cultural membership as follows:

Keck
Chicano or T-femican American 5

Other non-11hitc 4

rnite 255

The small numbers of minority s-roup faculty limited the value of analysis
considerably. zIonetheless, the possible influence of greater numbers of
minority member Professional emnloyees seemed apparent in checking responses,
whether or not the differences observed were statistically significant_ as
defined herein.

In terms of collapsed categories, there were some differences that were
sianificant at the .05 or higher level of confidence. For example, whereas
50 per cent of minority grou!) faculty considered a well balanced variety of
instructional techniques to he -Very Significant," fewer than 25 per cent
of the white majority faculty czave this response. quite similar responses
were made re7arding an interestina style of classroom presentation as a
characteristic of effective Instruction.

Only about 67 Per cent' of minority faculty members indicated some
measure. of nositive significance ("Total-Sig,nificance") to the availability
of instructors to students out of class, .rhereas this fis,ure. was almost 92

per cent with white faculty members. Only 50 per cent of minority respondents
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registered- "Total 7.ignificance for individual tutorial assistance for
students needing it almost 77 ner cent e7 .rlite group indicated such
a significance. These ressonSes suggest that these attributes merit further
study, particularly as they relate to minority students.

Teaching 7,xnerience

The'269 responding faculty members we ?'e grouaed as follows according
to teaching experience

First year of college teaching 4

Two - five years of college teaching 44
Six - nine years of college teaching 53
Ten - thirteen years of college teaching 31

than thirteen years of college teaching 136

The first two groups were collapsed ,into one having 48 members.

The percentage attaching 7'Tota1 Significance' to credible, meaningful,
relevant and useful courses increased nrogressively from 72 per cent with
the east experienced (no nce than five years of college teaching) to more
than .')11, pe_;: cent with the most e7olerienced group. Ilhereas more than 90 per
cent of each croup attributed "Total Sie;nificance" to conscientiousness
in 1.-.eeping appointments and meeting classes, alMost 67 ner cent of the
most experienced faculty indicated a Very Significant" contribution, while
thi percentage averaged only about fifty per cent among other groups.

The "Total Significance" of well oranized courses increased progressively
from less experienced to mone experienced faculty. 'Thile almost 90 per cent
or more of each group recognized the "Total Significance" of worthwhile and
reasonable exams and related requirements, the percentage suggesting that
this attribute as "Very Significant' was much lower For the least exnerienced
moon than for others. Although al:aost all faculty indicated some positive
significance to courses utilizing well written, appropriate and interesting
boos and related reference ..aterials, the ercentage suggesting "Very
Significant" increased substantially and progressively from the less
experienced to the more experienced personnel.

Satisfaction pith Overall Instructional Climat=

Faculty re.spondents were grouped as follows in terms of their expressed
general satisfaction with the overall instructional climate of the University;

1lighly Satisfied 15

Satisfied 102
Uncertain 71

Dissatisfied (;(.

!:lighly Dissatisfied 11
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All of the faculty exprecetha a high lsvel of satisfaction pith instruc-
tional climate indicated that instructors who arc personable and have a
sense of humor contribute significantly or very sianiacantly to the instruc-
tional climate. The percentage of other satisfaction - dissatisfaction groups
responding in this l'ashioe -als lower. Alai.e2r percentages of the two groups
expressing "TAssatisfaction' and "Eiah Dissatisfaction' reaistered "Total
Significance' for small cleLales enrolling no more than 3-10 students. Some-
what higher perceataaes of faculty registerina eisaatefaction with instruc-
tional climate attributed 'Total Significance" to havina students assume
much personal responsibility for their own learning, although r'ost members
of each group indicated such significance.

In general, somewhat smaller percentaaes of tI:ose expressing a measure
of dissatisfaction with iratructional climate attributed "Total Significance"
to instructors being .knowledaeable in field; other than their own. nigher
percentages of the sane diseatisfied groups attributed sorie learee of sig-
nificance to instructors baina sought by colleaeues for advice'on'research
and publication. Progressively hiaher percentages of those who were "Uncer-
tain" about the instructional climate and of those unhappy with it registered
"Total Significance' for pass-fail and pass-no pass courses. Dissatisfied
respondents also attributed relatively higher 'Total Significance" to classes
enrolling fewer than 1:r students.

The faculty members expressine some measure of satisfaction ascribed
greater "Total Significance to knowing how to teach as well as what to
teach, than did otLers who expressed dissatisfaction with the instructional
climate. All of those expressing high dissatisfaction attributed some degree
of sigef.ficance to encouraging students to work independently, whereas lower
percentages of other groups reaistered such significance. On the other hand,
a much smaller percentage of the highly dissatisfied personnel attributed
any positive significance to the use of students' personal interests in
instructional situations.

Administrative Responsibilities

Administrative responsibilities of respondent faculty a indicated
as follows:

7.;o administrative assianment 208
Chairman of department or division 49
Dean 19

A much higher percentage of faculty having administrative responsibilities
indicated that dynamic and energetic instructors contribute "Very Signifi-
cantly" to an effective instructional climate. Chaitaen of departments and
divisions valued personableness and a sense of humor more highly than deans
or otter faculty.

Nlmont 45 per cent of departmental and divisional chairmen indicated
that holdine classes to not more than 35-40 students contributes "Very
Significantly." Neither deans nor other faculty assfaned class size such
significance.
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INTE1).ACTIT: GF T'ERSO7AL 3TUDT1T A7F, RESPO1SES

Attention was given tc) -even student variablss and their possible
interaction with rec.-pauses to the attributes in the same ma:mer as was done
previously with the faculty. 7lecause of a much larecr number of student
respondents, original categories were utilized throughout, except as may be
noted hereafter. 1.:e num:.?ers of attributes of instructional climate for
T:ihich statistically significant differences in response .(:)5 or higher

level of confidence) were as follows!

Progress in ,7ollege
Ve
nCN
,Falor Discipline
Sub-cultural !qembership
0erall Grade Point Average
Satisfaction with Instructional Climate

The substantive difference in responses was not always apparent, as
will 1_,e discussed again at later points in tlits chanter.

Progress in Coll eye

In terms of collegiate -,07:1: co!2nleted, students were distributed as

Freshmen 220

(4)7omcres 24C

Juniors 32P

Ses..Liors 264
First year graduate students
Advanced graduate students (11

Students generally considered the dynamism and energy of instructors
as making a ip,nificant' or 'Yery Significant' contribution to an effective
instructional climate. Upper classmen (juniors and seniors) and first year
graduate students registered 'nigher "Tote Significance" than freshmen and
advanced graduate students. The "Total Significance' of instructors seeking
fee iback from students about their courses and their teaching was greater
as indicated by graduat e. students than by undergraduates, particularly
freshmen.

First year graduate students attributed a much greater 'Total Signifi-
cance' ("Si!!nificant' Plus 'V?ry Significant') to informing students of
their progress and reinforcew:2nt of the r- learning than did other levels.
!end higher percentages of graduate students indicated that the institu-
tional practice of weighting excellence in teaching heavily in determining
salary increases, promotion and tenure was 'Very Significant."
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Graduate students also isdicatee: h.1-,,her Total Significance" than did
undergraduates for the active involvement of students in the instructional
process. Similar responses were rade for thoueht provokine presentations
and questions by instructors and for the discussion by instructors of
recent develonments in their fiel:s of specalizstion. The 'Total Sienif-
icance" of requiring high of student performance was much greater
as registered by graduate students, especially those in their first year.
Undereradnates, esseciall- lower classmen (fresher and sophonores) were
not as supportive of such significance for this attribute.

Freshmen placed somewhat less "Total Significance on the returning
and discussing of exams and other written assignments. Advanced graduate
students reeistered relatively less value or 'Total Significance' for the
use of a well balanced variety of instructional techniques, first year
eraduate students supporLine such significance more highly than other levels,
As a group, undergraduates ascribed somewhat higher "Total Significance" to
friendly, informal classroom atmosphere than did graduates.

1!er clacsnen and grsehelte students were more eusportive of the "Total
Significance" of instructors 'snowing their fields of specialization very
well, while undergraduates attributed a higher 'Total. Sienificance" to
adequate classrooms and labs free from distraction. nthoueh about 90 per
cent of each Troup attributed "Total Significance" to the availability of
instructors out of class:, a higher sercentaee of first year graduate stu-
dents and a lo,ser percentase of freshmen indicated that this attribute was
"Very Sienificant," Substantial perceutaees of each groin felt that
lectures which followed textbooks closely had no sJenificant positive or
negative influence on instructional climate, a relatively hieher percentage
of graduate students preferring a less close relationship of lectures and
texts.

Upper classmen and graduate students attached somewhat ereater. "Total
Stem:licence" than others did to ele. use by instructors of concepts and
facts from related fields. The same responses were apparent with respect
to instructors speahinR clearly and being easy to hear. The "Total ::ienif-
icance" attriuted to the statement "Instructors explain clearly and are
easy to understand and follow," -sas progressively greater from freshmen to
graduate students.' First year graduate students placed higher "Total
Tl.enificance' than others os opportunity for free reading and the study
of tosics of their own choice. These eraduate students also expressed some-
w],nt greater "Total. Significance' for students; opportunity to proceed at
their own rate.

:roper classrien and sosomores attached somewhat greater "Total
Si enificance" to the of instructors in Tssenng appointments
and meeting classes. rpper ciassman also registered a hie'ler overall per-
centage of general sienificence to the option of nursuine pass-fail or
passno saf,s courses. Freshmen and juniors save the least "Total Signifi-
cance' to the handling of lower division courses by associate and full
Professors, while sophomores save it slightly higher significance than
others.
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First year graduate students favored on:)ortunity to contract for grades
more than did other level st.uf:.eats. Instructor aloofness with students
received progressively hi-her negative significance ratings from freshmen
through first year graduate ste,.lents.

AC,

7!le age rlitril!ution of qtudent respondents was as follows, one student
undlr age 18 :%eing placed in ne r,roup 18 20 years of age

18-20 years of age 532
21-23 ye.T.rs of age

2/;-25 years of age 112
27 years of age
!ore than 29 years of age S2

"7tudents in the age grows 24 years and old,2r attached much higher
"Total Significance' to the renuirement of high standards of student ner-
formance than did others. Younger students suggested soma :at more 'Total
Significance" for instructor participation in ton-acadenic activities that
affect students than &A older ones, the sane general observation applied
to instructors inviting criticism of their on ideas.

Ftudents 21 -23 years of age associated somewl'at greater "Total Signifi-
cance" with instructors who do on and creative work themselves than
did other age groups. Younger students were relatively more supportive of
the 'Total Significance' of elective courses. The youngest and oldest groups
of students nlaced somewhat or such significance on opportunity for stu-
dents to proceed at their on it in courses.

Students over age 29 placed relatively less 'Total Significance" on
the conscientiousness of instructors in keeping appointments and meeting
classes. Younger students reacted more positively than older ones to the
opportunity to pursue courses on a pass-fail or nass-no pass option. Students
in ne age group 24-2 registered somewhat higher "Total Significance" than
others on the comarison of theoretical implications by instructors.

Cex

student respondents vere distributed as follows in terms of their sex:

Females 526

This variable interacted frequently 'pith the responses on attributes
of instructional climate. In 50 cases the women ascribed somewhat greater
'Total Significance" than did men; in four cases the reverse was true. In
many of tl-ese fifty cases the "Total Significance" percentages of men and
women ere very similar, but women more frequently registered a higher
percentage of 'Very Significant" responses, often by a margin of 8-10 ner
cent.
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The attributes given a greater measure of si'mificance by women were
as follos, the numbers identif,,1w7 each al-tribute as stated in Table I
according to rank order by faculty responses

1, 2, 4, 6, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 1F,, 19, 2r),

22, 23, 24 25, 27, 23, 2'7i, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35,
36, 37, 39, 44, 45, !G, 47, 48, 50, 53, 54, 55,
56, 57, .;2 , 3, 64, n5, "IC.), 67, 63, 69.

'en attributed a greater measure of significance on items 3, 5, 9 and
70. In general, tt may he observed that men :.-ere some%that more conserva
tive than ,emen in the asses,:nent of significance associated with the
attri:2utes of instructional climate

Major Discipline

The distribution of students among major disciplines was as follows

A. rnvironmental design, fine or performing arts, humanities
(including clar;sics, English, foreign languages, Philosophy
and speech) , journalism, history, music, psychology, socal
sciences and area or ethnic studies. 445

n. T;iological or *"s :cal sciences, also including engineering,
mathematics, medicine, nursin::: and p'.1arnacy. 434

C. Fducation, health, physical education or recreation. 163

D. nusiness or law. 193

Again, interaction was 77idesread, the differences in distril;ution of
responses among the four groups being statitically significant at the .05
or higher level of confidence for 48 attrilutes. In terms of comparative
rating of these attributes, 1,ased on percentages registering 'Very Sinif-
icant' and "Significant' responses, Group students were more favorably
responsive, followed in order by Crouns C, A and D. Said in another way,
the more favorably resnonsive groups were less conservative in their
appraisal of attribute significance.

In comparing group responses, it was noted that students of Group
indicatedigher "Total 7-lificance" than did those in other groups for

the following attributes, t'ic numbers identifying them as stated in Table
I accordinr, to faculty ran:: order

1, 3, 14, 1G, 22, 32, 34, 35, 42, 47, 63, 67.

Similarly, Croup C students gave relatively higher ratings to

13, 44, 51, 54, 61, 62, 6.4

In Inc?. fashion, for Group A the following received comparatively
higher scores:

50, 53.
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"ith many other attributes the d!.stributions, although significantly
different, did :lot reveal the relatively cut variation as Found with
those items above.

Sul- Cultural .'enbershio

qtudent respondents We-2e grouped as folloTs in terms of sub-cultural
membership:

Chicano 106

",ther Non-"hite 39

"11 e 1,049

Significant differences in the itstribution of responses among the
groups observed for 67 of the 71 .9ttrjbutes, often with exceptionally
high Chi Square conFidence levels. TTn clu.. sized gruns arc indicative of
relatively low enrollments among minority students.

As lq...7ht be expected, the hihe7t percentages of Very Significant"
and 'Significant" responses were usually given by ..Thite students -- 53
cases. T..m general natterns of response e-lerged. In Pattern A the sub-
cultural groups were arranged as follows in terms of the percentage of
'Very Significant' and "Significant' responses, Uhite students yielding the
highest percr.:ntge and Chicano students the lolrest:

c,ther 7ion-Thite -- -- Chicano

This pattern appeared for 33 attributes, each identifi7A below by
numbr!r accord7Fmg to the faculty rant order in Table

2, 3, 4, 5, 6. fi, 9, 11, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19,

271, 22. 24, 26, 27, 31, 33, 34, 35, 36, 40, 4G,

48, 0, 50, 52, 53, 67, fLO.

Pattcrn T1 reversed two prouns to yield the following, mhites still
registering the highest "Total Significance" and Chicanos the lowest

"hite -:- Black -- Other 'ion-Mite-- Chicano

This pattern aiweared for 15 attributes, each identified as previously
described in Table

1, 19, 1;:,, 21, 25, 23, 29, 30, 32, 37, 3S,
42, 44, 45, 47, 53, 60,

it would secm that length of exnosure to higher education and extent
of adjustment to and success therein ,-Any be the operative factor underlying
what appears here as sub-cultural differences in response.
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Estimated ride Point Averaee

On the basis of their approximate oveeall IPA, students were grouped
as follows using the four point scale (A = 4, P.= 3, C = 2, r = 1, F = 0):

CPA of ?.5
GDA of 3.0 - 3.4 331
CPA of 2.5 - 2.9 373
CPA of 2.0 - 2.4 233
CPA of under 2.0 29

The latter category results :von collaesing data orig!nally called for
in three categories -- 1.5 to 1.9, 1.n to 1.4 and under 1.0. Relatively
few students with a r:17A of under 2.0 remain in the university. of the 29
indicated above, 26 were in the original category of 1.5 to 1.9° three were
in the category 1.0 to 1.4. The two higher. G7A ce.teeories are relatively
large because of the inclusion of graduate students.

of 25 cases of statistically sienificant interaction het-7een CPA and
responses to attributes, no pattern was discernible with five, nor did there
seem to be any plausible enolanation. T'Tith each of the following, higher
percentages of students vith CPA's of 3.5 - 4.0 reported "Total Significance"
(i.e., combined "very 'zignificant" and 'Sienificant'), which percentage
declined to a low in the middle CPA range (usually lowest for-the group
2,0 - 2.4), and which tended to be somewhat higher aenin with the lowest
CPA category of under 71e numbers in parentheses identify the rank
order of attributes fro's Tal:le I as given by faculty and students (faculty
ranh/student rank):

Instructors regularly inform students of their progress and nerfermance
they reinforce student learning. (30/39)

Excellence in tcacljnrr. is weighted heavily by the 7niversity in
determining salary increqses, nromotion and tenure for faculty.
(42/55)

74arking and grading are clearly enplained and acconplished fairly and
impartially. (24/42)

Instructors realize when students are ±,ored or confused. (11/10)

Instructors presentations and questions are thought - provoking. (5/19)

Lectures add to and corlplement textbooks and references. (25/31)

Instructors do their work in cooperation with others eed frequently
discuss their courses or teaching with others. (52/50)

Iligh standards of performance are required of students. (3J/69)

Classroom procedures include much free and open discussion. (45/45)
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Instructors are sought by colleagues for advice on researcc; and
publication. (61/68)

Instructors speak clearly and can easily be heard. (14/9)

7xaminations and other course requirements lre worthwhile and
reasonahle in their expectations. (20/53)

Courses utilize written, appropriate and interesting books and
related reference material. (15/12)

nf these at::ri'cutes, four i7.ay bn observed being in the to; } twenty
of perceived significance by 1:,oth faculty P7.:,:t ,,,tudents.

Two other cases merit nel-,tiOn. On one -- 'Examinations and other
written assignments are returned promntly to students and discussed with
them" the "Total Si'; ificance" as perceived by students increased as
the C"DA decreased. On the ot!,or -- "Courses are generally elective rather
than bein. required" -- greater "Total Significance" was registered by
students in the middle GIM groups, with those at each extreme ratiru-r. the
attribute somewhat lower.

Satisfactf.on With Overall Tnstruetio,.al C irate

!!tudent respondents were groused as follows on the basis of their
expressed 7,.:,neral satisfaction or dissatisfaction with the overall instruc-
tional climate of the University!

nghly Satisfied 68

Satisfied 552
Uncertain 305

Dissatisfied 254
Discatisf!e:i 47

Interaction of this variable with responses was statistically signifi-
cant for 45 attributes, but the substantive significance of many such dif-
ferences was elusive. 7lowever, several observations are warranted.

Students in the three middle grou?s 'Satisfied," "Uncertain," and
"Dissatisfied," especially those resistering uncertainty, tended to be some-
1,::at more conservative than those in the two other groups in attaching
significance to the attributes. Although the "Total Significance" ("Very
Significant rlus "Significant") percentages freouently were not greatly
different among the various categories the difference among the percentages
indicating "Very Significant' often. were quite large. This condition was
not senerally so evident in the case of other personal variables. In this
situation, tose students indicating that they were "Very Dissatisfied"
with the instructional climate resistered the highest percentage of "Very
Significant' responses in the case of 3'.) attributes.
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Two ot1::er conditions won ee.:1 to merit attention. TBose students
indicating "ftigl: Satisfacton' and "Satisfaction' with the instructional
climate ind-;,cated hig,her percentages of "Total cdgniicancei for 15
attrilutes in two clusters -- Instructor's Personality and Instructor's
Teaching Behavior -- which ranked second and third (ust 'below Student
Objectives) as rated by booth faculty and students.

These 15 attributes were as folloys, -Igures in parentheses
revealing the ranking in Table I (faci,ltv raRk/student rank)

instructors are well prepared for their classes. 4i-;(1/1)

Instrurtors are dynamic and energetic. (6/3)

Instructors are personable and h.?.ve n sense of.hly7lor. (36/26)

Instructors discuss recent developments in their field of specializa-
tion. (23/24)

Instructors are enthusiastic about their courses. (2/4)

Instructors have an interesting style of classroom pIes,Itntion. (34/15)

Instructors are very knowledgenle in fields other than their own.
(49,1!)

Lectures acid to and complement textbooks and references. (25/31)

Examinatinns and other written assignments are returned promptly to
students and discussed with them. (32/13)

Lectures, laboratory experiences, recitations readings a:Jil related

teaching, learning endeavor are well coordinated. (22/17)

Instructors are careful and precise in answering questions. (17/25)

Instructors eNplain clearly and are easy to understand and follow,
(9/11)

Instructors sneak clearbci and can easily be heard. (14/9)

Courses are well organized with clearly specified objectives,
related learning aids. (13/37)assignments, requirements and

Examinatieps and other course rewiremev:ts ate vorthwhile and reasonable
in their expectations, (20/53)

These attributes seem to plaoe considcrahle responsibility for an
effective instructional climate upon the instructor, suggesting that
student satisfacton with this climate rests in bi!7,11 degree upon the
teaching personnel.
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Students re-;i3terin,; 71 issatisfaction" and ''Dissatisfaction''
with the instructional climate indicated a bigher percentage of "Totpl
Significance' for a few attrIl,utes among which the following form an
interesting group, althou7h Ciey are from several different clusters.

There are nanv small classes enrolling no more than 810 students.
(53/ i7)

Cla3sroo:f1 procedures -_,elude mucil free and open discussion. (45/45)

There is much opportunity for free readine and study of topics of
students ovm choice the courses offered, (57/46)

Students are -oermitted to TIroceed at their on rate, completing a
course in a shorter period if they wish, or taping longer as
necessary. (67/61)

Instructors utilize students' personal interests in instructional
situation's. (44/44)

geese attributes would seem to call for the individualization of
instruction.
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The Principal challenge of the detlicated teacher is to create condi-
tions in which successful and satisfying laarnine takes place. The aim
of this study has been to look at such conditiens as perceived by both
the teacher and the learner. raceors relevant to these perceptions have
been considered in an attempt to understand more caelletely what prompts
people to believe as they say they do.

Thture of the Respondent %melee

In terns of the eight personal verie,les, the resnondent faculty
sample nrobalely eiyes reasoneble cross-eectionnl renresentation of the
total eroup of professors. It nay be somewhat heavy with full Professors
and "older' and more exnerienced personnel. 'Tot many women or minority
faculty were involved, hat t%e numbers of such personnel are relatively

respcndent student sample is erobahly a somewhat better represen-
tation of the studert body, with referelce to the seven nersonal variables
considered. nelatively reseectable numbers of persons were involved to
represent each of these variables. In the main, therefore, the observed
result: of the study would seem to be sufficiently ,,eneralizable to the
7niversity as a whole to be worth,' of use and furner study.

A 7.election of Attributes and Their Itilizetion

Several eeueral observations about the attributes and response to
the-1 merit mention. From the list of attributes, as generated largely
by the suggestions of students, it is apearent that emphasis is placed
unon inetructors and related conditions which lie outside the learner
and his behavior. Thin condition is consonant with t'-:e general posture
usually taken toward instruction, namely, that emphasis is focused on
trashing and the instructor ratite than upon learning and the student.
In the light of learnIne theory, it nay well be that this emphasis is
minnlacad.

Innut-Process Emphasis

The heavy emphasie on input and procees in the initial student -- suggested
attributes, as opposed to outcomes, raises other questions. Doubtless part
of this emphasis arises ie. V4.17 of the nature of the inquiry with its
focus -- "what is poine on 11".en . . . ." At Cee same time, however, the
rare mention by students oZ echievements, attainments or outcomes as part
of or in relation to "what is going on suepests that perhaes both faculty
and students throughout schools and higher institutions have not given
enough attention to objectives and their accomplishment.



The favorable resnonse of faculty ana students to e,e two attributes
dealing, specificslly lith student outcomes Witch were 'laced in the
questionnaires to test a henotheeis of the investigator and not 'eecause
students h.d suleested then), ,.epports this call for ,attention to outcomes.
such consi4eratien may also lead '.s to judee inscructional effectiveness
more on t',e bas-"s of outcome results ratter than on the basis of innut-
process satisfaction. "idle the two conditions (input-nroccss and out-
cones) doubtless am relatPd, it is unwise si.inly to sonclule that either
foculty or sturleit satisfaction with input and nrocess necessarily mean;
that opt'mal learning is taMee niece. The need for increasine attention
to learnine outcomes is erowina as the accountabilit7 movement oaLns
monentum.

,findful of what s b-en aid, a selectO list or attributes has been
pro.iucei as a resule of coneflering the several facets of the sti!y
toeet]!er. It "'as intended to present the Frst 3n attributes as ranked
separately by faculty and by students on the basis of 'fean Scores of
perceived sienificance to an effective instructional climate, together
with some other data that weild be useful to persons wishing to consider
the attrnutee for the assessment and/or the improvement of instructional
cltertte.

Attention to the followine statements is advised in interpreting
Ce list and its neanine

1. ':store cnch attri;eite in the list, the numbers indicate the faculty
rank studselt rink, such ae 1-1.

2. in the first set of parentheses followine: the attributes in the list,
the letters identify the cluster in which each attribute is classified,
such ae (ITS) , accordine to the following key:

IP 'instructor's T'erePeality (3)
ISR Instructor - Student Relationships (4)

SIX Student's Leerning Behavior (3)
tTr Instructor's Teachins, 7ehavior (21)

In Instructor's other '.?Behavior (1)

CAP Course and kdeinistrative Provisions (5)
SO Student Outcomes (2)

The figures in rarentheses `o1 owing each cluster identified above
indicate the number of attributes for that cluster in the elected list
which appears later.

3. The fi7urer; in the second set of parentheses ;7ollowin,, each attribute
in the list indicate the correlation of the faculty rean Score on
the attribute with its clur7ter Mean score lnd the correlation of
the student Mean Score the cluster aenn Score, such as (.59/.59).

4. Comments that follow identify the statistically significant (at the
.05 or higher level of confidence) interaction, if any with the
personal variables considered the study. Details of such inter-
action may be found in Charters IV ana V.
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The list follmss.

1-1 Instructors are well nreparnd for tl!eir classes. (ITr) (.59/.59)
Interaction as,1 o fnculty, qsx of studeats, najor disci-
pline interest of students, sub cultural menbershis of students
and with student satisfaction - lissatisfaction with instruc -

tional climate.

2-4 Tnctructors are enthusiastic about their courses. (IP) (.40/.52)
Interaction with students sex, sub-cultural membership at
satisfaction - dissatisfaction rit'- instructional climate.

3.5 Inctructors kno,s their field of specialization very well. (ITT')
(.33/.54) Interaction with student nrosress in collee, sex
and sub -- cultural masihershin.

4-6 Instructors are sincerely interested !.a students and resnect
then as individuals. (TSR) (.42./.61) Interaction with student
sex and subcultural membership.

5 19 Instructor's nresentatIons and questions are thought-provoking.
(ITB) (.60/.6) Interaction with student prosress in colles,e,
sex and sul)-cultural membership.

63 Instructors are dynane and enerr,etic. (IT') (.33/.47) Inter-
action with faculty administrative resnonsiLilitien and with
student sex, sub-cultural membershir and satisfaction - dissatis-
faction with instructional climate.

730 Students assume much personal responsPlility for their learnins.
(SLB) (.35/.3`J) Interaction with faculty satisfaction - dissatis-
faction with instructional climate.

8 2 Instructors !now how to teach as .Tell as what to teach. (IT ")

(.52/.65) Interaction with faculty satisfaction - dissatisfaction
with instructional climate and with student major discipline ani:
sub-cultural membershin.

9-11 Instructors exnl'in clearly and are eat s7 to understand and follow.
(ITB) (.52/.70) Interaction with student sex, major discipline,
sub-cultural membershin and satisfaction - dissatisfaction with
instructional climate.

10-14 Students are lesrnins somthing imnortant in the courses they
take. (Sn) (.3q.35) Interaction with student sex and sub-
cultural memIssrship.

.11-10 Instructors realise 'Then students are bored or confused. (ISR)
(.38/.53) Interaction with student sex, subcultural membership
and estimated ?rade noint averase.
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12-24 Instructors are conscientious in keepine apnointments with
students ald fa meeting their cless2s. (I4.7) (.22!,39)

Interaction with faculty teaeline experience and with student
progress, age and sex.

13-16 Library and ot!:er meterials ere provided in sufficient quantities
and are read'.ly availehla t. students. (um (.331.49) Tnter-
actici& with student sex, major disci;-line arel sub-cultural
membership.

Instructors speak cleerly and can easily be heard. (ITB) (.49/.55)
Interaction with student progress, sex, major discipline, sub-
cultural membershin, estimated grade point weerage and satisfac-
tion - dissatisfaction with the instruconal climate.

15-12 Courses utilize well written, anpropr and interesting books
and related reference materials. (7.7.1.) (.59/.65) Interaction
with faculty tenchine experience and Tlt') student sex, sul -

cultural membership and estimated erade point average.

16-27 Classrooms and lebertories are ajequate for instruction, well
equintied and free of outside distractions. (CAP) (.41/.49)
Interaction with student proeress, major discipline and sul,-
cultural memberehip.

1725 Instructors are careful and precise in answering questions.
(ITT?) (..37./.60) Interaction with student sex, sub-cultural
membership and satsfactien dissatisfaction with instructional
climate.

13-37 Courses are 'y i1 oreanized with clearly snecified objectives,
neeienments, requiremente and related learnieg aids. (ITB)

(.571.47) Interaction with student subcultural membership
and satisfaction - dissatisfaction with instructional climate.

1.-13 Instructors nresert other peints of vier as T'cll as their own.
(ITB) (.57/.(0) Interaction with student sex and sub-cultural
membership.

20-53 Examinations and other course requirements are worthwhile and
reasonable in their exeectations. (ITB) (.46/.36) Interaction
with faculty teachine exeerience and with student sex, sub-
cultural membership and satisfaction - dissatisfaction with .

instructional climate.

21-A3 Students are actively involved in the instructional process-
they are not merely listeners. (^LB) (.46/.33) Interaction
with faculty major discipline and with student progress and
sub-cultural membership.
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22-17 Lectures, laboratory experiences, recitations, readines and related
teachina.learnine snaeavor are well coorilinated. (I'M (.63/.65)
Interaction with faculty aae aynl stuaent sex, ajor discipline,
subcultural membership and satisfaction dissatisfaction with
instructional climate.

23-34 Instructors discuss recent develonments in their field of speciali-
zatinn, (ITR) (.42/.45) Interaction with student progress, sex,
najcr discinliae aub-cultural rembership and satisfaction -

disnatisfaction witn the instructional climate.

24-42 :larkine and gra4ing ate clearly* explained and accomplishel fairly
and impartially. (ITs) (.45/.51) Interaction with student sex,
subcultural rembarshin and estimated grade noint average.

25-31 Lectures add to aaa cemplement textboo!.Is ars4 references. (ITB)
(.37/.46) Interaction ith faculty major discipline and with
student sex, sub-cultural membership, estimated grade point
average and satisfaction - dissatisCaci:ion with instructional
climate.

26-51' Students' are encouraaed to Ior?,: indarendently. (m) (.34/.33)
Interaction wish faculty satisfaction - dissatisfaction with
instructional climate and with student sub- cultural membership.

27-7 FAudents are attaining some of the personal objectives which they
ha in. mini in selecting the courses Csey (570) (.36/.35)
Interaction pith student sax and subcultural membership.

23-3 Courses are credible, meaningful, relevant and useful. (cAn)
(.37/.51) Interacrion with faculty rank. age and teaching
exoerience, ani wich student sex and sub-cultural membership.

!9-54 Instructors as original and creative work themselves. (I011)
(.37/.30) Interaction with student age, sex and sub-cultural
membership

30-39 Instructors regularly inform students of their proaress and
erformance; they reinforce student learning. (ITT!) (.39/.54)
Interaction with faculty najor discipline and ilith student
progress, sex, sub-cultural merbership and estimated grade
point average.

3128 Instructors compare and contrast the lakplications of various
theories. (ITB) (.53/.5') Interaction with student age, sex
and sub-cultural membership.

32-18 rxaminations and other rritten assignments are returned promptly
to studerts and discussed with them. (TTB) (.50/.65) Interaction
with student ?regress, sex, major discipline, sub-cultural
membership, estimate:1 grade point nverale and satisfaction -
dissatisfaction with instructional climate.
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34-15 Instructors have an interesting style of classroom presentation.
(TT") (.42/.L2) Interaction with faculty sub-cultural member-
ship and with student sex, major discipline, sub-cultural
membership and satisfaction - dissatisfaction with instructional
climate.

35-21 Instructors are readily accessible to students out of class.
(ISR) (.42/.55) Interaction with faculty su-cultural membership
and ;:ith student progress, sex, major discipline and sub-cultural
nnnbership.

36-26 Instructors are personable and have a sense of 'tumor. (IP)
(X.V.40) Illteraction with faculty miljor,discirline, satisfaction -
dissatisfaction with instructional climate ani administrative
responsibility, and !Ath student sex, sub-cultural membership
and satisfaction - rlissattsfaction ith instructional climate.

37 27 Instructors utilize concents and facts from ,-elated fields.
(:T1) (.53/.59 Interaction with student nrogress, sex and
sub-cultural membership:

46-23 Special academic and related counselin!, are available to students
who need it. (CAP) (.40/.50) Interaction with student sex and
sub-cultural membership.

47-29 A well balanced variety of instructional techniques is used by
instructors, including such things as hudiovisual aids, case
studies, field trips and resource personnel as appropriate to
the given course. (ITB) (.48/.59) Interaction with faculty
age, major discipline and sub-cultural membership, and with
student progress, sex, major discipline and sub-cultural member-
ship.

50-20 Many elective courses are available to students. (CAP) (.41/.39)
Interaction with student sex, major discipline and sub-cultural
membership.

Clusters and Interacting Vsriables

Other data concerning clusters and attributes as provided in
Chapter III may be helpful in considering attributes for the assessment
and/or improvement of instructional climate. These clusters provide a
framework within which to consider a related pattern of attributes that
is congruent with the purposes for which they are to be used and which
is sufficiently broad in scope. The interaction indicated in the list
does not invalidate the use of the attributes involved, but it does point
to variables which deserve attention in applying the attributes and
interpreting the results obtained. Chapters IV and V provide details
and leads to further consideration.
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Faculty-Stuclent Agreement and Disagreement

Faculty rank order suggests the importance accorded to each
attribute by those who do the teaching. Such knowledge may be useful in
choosing attributes of recognized significance that may motivate faculty
to act on them. Similarly, student rank order identifies those attributes
hich, if characterictic of an instructional climate, may yield high
levels of student satisfaction. Those attributes which have both high
faculty and high student favor deserve much attention.

It may be useful also to give special attention, perhaps through
student-faculty discussions, to attributes consiiered quite significant
by either group but not necessarily by both. These attributes may be
identified in Figure 1 or in Table I, the latter providing more detail of
differences in perceptior. Indeed, faculty-student conferences on
instructional climate and !,'Iat each of the principal parties may do to
make it increasingly effective should be a regular institutional practice.
Differences in expectations and values probably influence the activities
of boel faculty and students.

For example, the attribute "Students assume much personal
responsibility for their learning," is ranked as :lumber 7 by the faculty,
but is Number 30 according to the stw!erts. Such disparity is not
accidental, and the conditions contriLuting to it probably bear directly
on the instructional process. Another attribute, "Uigh Standards of
performance are required of students," was not ranked high by faculty
and was almost at the bottom of the students' list,which condition
amplifies the need for student-faculty discussion.

A Teaching-Learning Contract

The discussions recommended may lend to what may be called a
hnsychological contract," in terms of which goals may be agreed upon and
roles and responsibilities for faculty and students cooperatively defined.
Farlier movement toward an outcome-oriented assessment and improvement
program also may emerge from such cooperative planning.

Further Observations and Implications

There obviously are many attributes of instructional climate
perceived as significant by faculty and students. These may be utilize'
in various patterns and in various ways to assess and/or improve such
climate. It also is obvioui that no one set of attributes will gain
the unqualified strong support of all faculty or all students, nor will
it be equally appropriate to all purposes or for all situations. Admin-

istrators, teachers, students and others should recognize the complexity
of the teaching-learning process without using this condition as an excuse
for not tackling the problems associated with its innrovement.
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The ability and v,illineness to meet the conditlens of various
attributes varies from one instructor to another. There seems to be
no one style of teachins aperopriate for all. Similarly, the
responsiveness of students as individuals and in groups tends to vary
more or less. Just how well correlated this responsiveness is to the
level of significance attached to a given attril-ute is not definitely
known. But the study has revealed that some students are more conser-
vative than others in their perceptions of the sOnificence of
attributes. It may be that such "conservative' ctuder' 'ould not
be as responsive to an instructional situation charact ed by these
attributes as would other students who attached higher idues to the
attributes. And many contending forces beyond the instructor's
control influence the learning of students and their reaction to a
given instructional situation.

It is important that an instructor be able to diagnose instruc-
tional situations periodically. E ually important, the instructor should
possess sufficient ."instructional flex' so that he may adjust his
teaching style appropriately to foster optimal student learning. Such
responsiveness may be necessary among the several classes he teaches at
a riven time and among the indieiduals in a class. None of these
measures is of much value unless the instructor imelements it in a
sincere and systematic effort to improve what he and his learners are
doing.

The personal integrity of the instructor is crucial in these
matters. Personality traits, behavior dispositions and value systems
of the individual are involved. Instructional climate is probably not
changed very significantly unless the instructor changes. This process
necessarily involves the maintenance of personal security and a move
toward more mature behavior consonant with factors tentioned above and
in the previous paragraph.

Instructors may fie2 it helpful to develop and use one appraisal
instrument for self-evaluation and for student evaluation. A comparison
of the ratings should help to identify attributes on which there is
agreement and those on which there is disagreement. Student feedback
can have much value if used wisely, and it may well provide both direc-
tion and stimulus for instructional improvement.5

Ihat pleases one student and is valued at a certain level by
him may affect another student scmewhat differently, which variation is
apparent in the distribution of responses in this study, even within
the framework of overall Mean Scores and rani, orders. Thus instructors
should be prepared to live with some student criticism whatever they
decide to do and however they attempt to do it. Again, this and other
complications do not dismiss the importance of efforts to assess and
improve instruction. But they do call for care and courage in facing

5. For related research, see: John A. Centre, Two Studies on the
Utility of Student Ratings for Improving Teaching, Princeton, N.J.;
%ducational Testing Service, 1972, 76 pp.
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the issues and in interpretin and acting upon the results. The
general futility of attempting to "play to the audience" in an inoincere
and calculative manner also is apparent.

In Conclusion

This study has explored the nerceptions of faculty and students
relative to what makes an effective instructional climate. The responses
answer some questions, at least in part, and they also raise additional
questions for further study. The attributes as presented constitute a
pool of ideas which may be utilized in both the assessment an.': the
improvement of the instructional climate. They do not provide a
!)anacea for problems, but, employed wisely as sufTested, they offer a
point of departure from which to move toward teaching whose effective-
ness is apparent in the learning outcomes achieved by students.


